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Abstract: 
Media is an important source of nation building. It has ability to 

combine the nation at one platform. Every nation is identified by its 

religion, culture and sense of responsibility. The aim of the study was 

to know about the media’s role in nation building in term of education, 

political awareness, religious and social perspectives. The study 

conducted in Punjab Pakistan and data was collected from 400 senior 

working journalists using survey method. The study concluded that 

Pakistani media has satisfactory role in promotion of education and 

political awareness but religious and social promotion is not main 

factor of media. Promotion of foreign culture and elite class is the main 

target of media. 

 

Keywords: Pakistani media, Nation Building, Political awareness, religion, culture, 

education. 

 

I. Introduction 
The start of communication goes back in the age of Hazrat Adam (A.S) and 

Amma Hawa. From the start of the day, some ethics have implied on human to 

communicate and guide people in good manner. With the passage of time, the 

communication broadened its range change its way of communication. The term media is 

used for different means of communication that spread information at large scale. Media 

industry consists on verity of tools including newspapers, books, magazines, radio, 

television, internet, recording, movies and mobile phones.  

 

The start of print media goes back in the 15
th

 century when John Gutenberg 

introduced printing devices and the era of printed books, magazines and newspapers 

started. As the printing developed, the published material started spread all over the 

world. After a long period, the era of film started in 1890’s when motion picture cameras 

invented. At that time, the motion pictures were short in time and were presented without 
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sound. After some period, the motion era cinema stared with the large scale entertainment 

industry. First movable (rotating) camera was introduced in 1897 and the first film studio 

was built in 1897. Till 1910, films become popular in America and European countries 

for entertainment (Bordwell, David, Thompson & Kristen, 2003). The radio was invented 

by Italian scientist Guglielmo Marconi in 1894. Actually the start of radio was for 

military and marine communication. The first radio station of the world started in 

America in 1906 (Frandk 1984). The invention of TV done by many scientists in late 19
th
 

and early 20
th

 century. Different scientists and organizations worked on such device that 

created revolution in the world of technology. This technology, change the world through 

visual communication technology (Stephen 2015). 

 

A. Media in Pakistan in 21
st
 Century 

In 2000 the Pakistan Electronic Media Regularity Authority (PEMRA) 

established. After the established of PEMRA, the race of private TV channels started and 

a large number of TV channels started work in the Pakistan. But as the number of 

channels increases the fear of un-ethical reporting and foreign culture attack increases 

that is more dangerous for the youth and the development of Pakistan. In the modern age 

and a large choice of channels, it is responsibility of media to show ethical material to the 

nation. But most of the channels are in the control of business and political elites that can 

use the media for their own interests. For ethical and responsible reporting, PEMRA 

monitor these channels. Actually, PEMRA has major three duties. 1 to give NOC to the 

private channels, 2 monitor private channels, 3 making policies for the private channels 

so that no one could exceed from its limit. As the representation of women is shown 

usually inferior to man, the role of women is not better as compare to man and media is 

lazy in term of civilizing the position of women. (Najma, 2007). PTV has a large 

viewership in the rural areas. Usually TV plays revolves around the women. In this way, 

woman shows as obedient or glamour girl. The use of female as model in advertisements 

is very common. It is also reality that most of the magazines print female models in their 

front page (Sarah, 2006). 

 

B. Media Freedom 

Media freedom or freedom of press is such freedom in which communication 

and express of thoughts, knowledge can be done with the different medium like 

electronic media or print media. Usually media freedom means absence of interference 

from any government. Media freedom is constitutional and legal protection through 

which media is free to write and speak. But there is some limitation that media cannot 

disclose such material which can causes dangerous for national interests and can create 

hatred in the society. The surety of freedom of media is that there is no external 

interference such as religious organizations, government, political parties etc. “Freedom 

of the press is guaranteed only to those who own one”. Media freedom is that publisher 

and broadcaster has full control to what he chooses to publish or telecast (Powe, 1992). 

As the question arises about the media owners, it is not guarantee journalistic freedom in 

the age of privatization of media especially from political demands. Media owners 

usually interfere in the work of journalists and asked them how they should portrait news 

to achieve their own interests (Volcic & Erjavec, 2012). “The group that is perceived to 

have increased their influence that most is media owners” (Stromback & Karlsson, 2011). 
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C. Media Freedom in Pakistan 

Media is working in Pakistan from its birth date. From the birth of Pakistan, 

media faces difficulties in different regimes. Actually freedom is given to media in the 

regime of Musharraf. Musharraf introduced liberal policy towards the media with fewer 

restrictions. “No moment has been dull in the past years for the media in Pakistan, the 

gains and losses beings dramatic in equal measures” (Adnan, Matiullah, 2005). It is also 

fact that press freedom in Pakistan including print and electronic harassing and 

threatening the journalists in Musharraf regime. At that time, media was barred from 

covering corruption, opposition and tribal areas where force was busy in action against 

terrorists (Adnan, Matiullah, 2005). 

 

According to the World Press Freedom Report index report of “Reporters 

without borders 2015”, Finland is the No.1 index in media freedom. Norway, Denmark, 

Netherland and Sweden become top five in media freedom index. Whereas Pakistani 

media situated at index 159 out of 180 (Reporter without Borders 2015). It is reality that 

advertisement is the major source of income for the media organizations. Such 

organizations which give advertisements to the media organizations also control the 

media contents. Pakistani government is the biggest advertiser near about (33%) to media 

including print and electronic. Due to this reason, Pakistani media not perform as good 

watch dog role (Siraj, 2008). Making valuable statements about different issues regarding 

policies and leadership qualities are the functions of journalists/reporters. Giving 

importance to specific group of people and portraying them frequently while ignoring 

others are the game of today’s media. Mostly films and dramas portray violent behavior. 

Majority media’s content contains fraud, terrorism, drug and murder etc.  

 

Media education if necessary for the media professionals. In Pakistan, there 

sixteen (16) universities that’s offering media education. But it is also reality that media 

education is improving now a day. Some years before, the journalists that working in the 

media organizations was not media degree holders. But now the situation is totally 

different and media organization prefers those persons who have media graduates. The 

education about media has mark able change in the presentation of media contents 

(Shakeela, 2005). In Pakistan there are some laws which permit to media to disclose or 

decline information. According to “The Official Secrets Act” no government officials can 

give information to media without proper authorization. This Act shows that only 

minister or secretary can give information to the journalists and no other officials are 

allowed to do so. The power of the law indicates that it is punishable if media published 

or broadcast such material that is harmful for the country. This law directly affects the 

human rights and freedom of expression. According to the “Press and Publication 

Ordinance 1997”, for licensing, each newspaper required to register with the government 

(Siraj, 2008). 

 

D. Media Responsibility 

Media responsibility involves collection of information, topic of the issue, 

balancing the news, accuracy, fairness, impartiality and truthfulness, keeping the privacy 

of individual and informing the people with objectivity by keeping in mind the guiding 

journalistic principals to maintain the honor of news. The past studies found that 

dissemination of information to the public involves the interests like information source, 
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ownership benefit of media organization, plan of interest groups reputation of politicians, 

size of the target market (McManus 1994; Schudson 2003; Stromback & Karlsson 2011). 

Infect all these interests spoil the character and capability of the journalist to disseminate 

contents in time, accurate and unbiased to the public. In the same way, other studies 

describe that, in spite of being in written form of professional ethics, journalists translate 

these ethics by their own interests when they are in difficult situation. Young and old 

journalists make their decisions differently and translate ethics by their own way. When 

they caught in ethical dilemmas, they highlight the significance of demographic factors in 

decision making. While other scholars have put attention to some other importance 

factors like journalist’s experience, education and approach towards career among others 

(Pasti, 2005). 

 

Apart from all this factors, informing public with the accurate information is the 

responsibility of journalist. In the twenty-first century, due to the ownership transfer to 

the media industry and latest technologies, the role of the journalist in news contents 

selection has decreased. But still the role of journalist cannot be denied. Furthermore, 

different researches recommend journalism has become more interpretive and less 

expressive across time, which may have improved the power of journalism over media 

content in modern years (Stromback & Karlsson, 2011, Barnhurst & Mutz, 1997). The 

founder of Pakistan, Quaid-e-Azam said “I expect press for complete fearless.” But 

unfortunately Pakistani press has been failed to be thankful for the goal of our Qauid. 

Limit on “freedom of expression” is the culture of bureaucracy. After the Press and 

publication law 1988, the media progress fastly and in the result, the door of black 

mailing (yellow journalism) opened. With the start of yellow journalism, the earning of 

unlawful money by the journalist increased. In spite of all these means, Pakistani media 

greatly assumed the powerful spoken capabilities in the South Asia (Pakistan Press 

Foundation, 2006). 

 

The basic objectives of the study are: to know about the role of media in social 

responsibility, To know about the role of media in political awareness, to know about the 

role of media in the promotion of religious, to know about the view of journalists about 
the media of Pakistan, to know about the impact of media on the people of Pakistan, to 

know about the role of media in promotion of education, to suggest some measures to 

promote media in the term of social responsibility.  

 

II. Literature Review 
Riaz & Hussain (2009) highlight the communication in Islamic perspective in 

their article entitled; “Islamic Concept of Mass Communication” that in the modern age 

communication is done freely among the societies and attractive communication can play 

important role and influence on public opinion. According to them, the Islamic 

communication model work for the betterment of society and support better deeds. 

Islamic model prevent the use of communication for negative purpose. By using Islamic 

model of communication, peace, unity and perpetuity can be established in the society. 

 

Siraj (2008) analyzed the press freedom in Pakistan in his article entitled, 

“Critical Analysis of Press Freedom in Pakistan”. According to him, media freedom in 

Pakistan has never consistent. In different governments used different constitutional way 
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to direct the media from public’s criticism and debate. In the history of Pakistan, military 

ruled more than the civilian. So, Pakistani media faces economic pressure, violence and 

threats. In most the regimes, laws used against the journalists. Poor literacy rate, limited 

circulation of newspapers in urban areas, high caste of newspapers, all these are the major 

hindrances in the way of development of media. The start of electronic media, has expend 

the nature of entertainment and information and people have large selection of programs. 

All governments said about the freedom of media but this thing come against when media 

criticize government and its policies. According to the “Reporters Sans Frontiers”, in the 

regime of Musharraf, Pakistani media comes 152 at index out of 167. 

 

Waseem (2006) said that popularization of private TV channels and radio in 

Pakistan has finished the domination of government owned channel (PTV). Due to the 

free communication and broadcasting of channels, people have choice to see the stuff of 

their choice. Usually people like to see the international broadcasting via cable. 

Especially Indian channels are more popular among the people of Pakistan. Multi-

channels broadcasting increased the choice to people and has more control on 

communication. Private channels have more viewership and newsworthiness. Due to this 

reason, the concept of global village has been set. Now media has ability to face any 

threats and restrictions and condemn the government wrong policies. This phenomenon 

has changed the perception, behaviors and thoughts of people that cause change in 

political situation in Pakistan. In addition, private channels promoting western culture 

that is against the Islamic religion’s values. 

 

According to the Green Press Report (2006) the work of journalists is risky. 

According to the report, working in Pakistan as a self-governing journalist is more 

difficult and full of danger. The terrible condition of press freedom can be analyzed from 

the facts that Daniel Pearl, “Wall Street Journalist was murdered”. Journalists were 

harassed and beaten by the forces during the issue of Judiciary and during the emergency 

in November 2007, TV channels were banned and PEMRA try to stop criticism against 

governmental policies and fight against terrorism. 

 

Adnan &Matiullah (2005) discussed about the freedom of media in Pakistan in 

their article entitled, “Media in Pakistan: Growing space, shrinking freedom. Annual 

report on state of media freedom in Pakistan”. They said that in the past years, there was 

no moment uninterested for the Pakistani media and dramatic moments of gains and 

losses in equal basis. They more argued that both print and electronic media wasted in the 

regime of Pervez Musharraf by harassing and threatening journalists. At many cases 

media was banned for covering public events, corruption, opposition and tribal areas 

where army was busy in operation against terrorism. At that time, there were lot of 

problems like issuance of government’s advertisement to the favorite channels, press 

advices and censorships, the showing of interview of opposition leader on channels was 

banned and lot of journalists beaten and arrested between the war of presidential election 

and Supreme court. 
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III. Theoretical Framework 
Media dependency theory stated that individuals face different problems in their 

daily life and they depend on media in different conditions. Media dependency is related 

to the individual’s issue. Basically individuals depend on media when they need to 

“understand the social world” or when they “need to act meaningfully and effectively in 

the world” or when they “need to escape from the world when tensions are high”. In this 

way, media has best chance to effect individuals when individuals turn to media to fulfill 

their needs. The current research study is to know about the media’s role in nation 

building relevant to the motive of the media dependency theory. Research questions of 

the study are: Does Pakistani media promote Pakistani culture and Islamic religion? , Is 

Pakistani media creating good image of country in the world? Is Pakistani media 

promoting education? , Is Pakistani media promoting peace and harmony? 

 
IV. Methodology 
 Getting awareness of the technique and methodology of research is necessary 

for the researcher. Among the different methods of data gathering, the researchers chose 

the method of survey. For gathering data from the large public or widely spread 

respondents, questionnaire considers the best tool. Due to this reason, for the current 

study, the researchers have chosen questionnaire as tool for data gathering from the target 

public and the universe of the current study is the journalists and media professionals of 

Punjab. Present study conducted on the sample size of 400 journalists and media 

professionals including males and females based on Punjab. 

 

 

A. Data Interpretations 

Table 1: Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 
Sr. 
No. 

Demographic 
Characteristics 

Description of 
Characteristics 

F % 

1 
Gender 

Male 310 77.5 

Female 90 22.5 

Total  400 100% 

2 

Age 

20-30 168 42.0 

31-40 126 31.5 

41-50 59 14.9 

51-60 47 11.6 

Total  400 100% 

Education 

Metric 12 3.0 

Intermediate 21 5.25 

Graduation 187 46.75 

Master 156 39.0 

Above 24 6.0 

Total  400 100% 
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Table 2: Demographic working for media organization 
Statement T.V. Print 

Media 
Radio Social 

Media 
Total 

You are working for which 
kind of media? 

88.7% 8.1% 1.6% 1.6% 100% 

 
Table 3: Demographic Working Experience 

Statement 
1-5 

Years 
6-10 

Years 
More Than 
10 Years 

Total 

How many years you have spent to do 
work with media organization? 

33.9% 29.0% 37.1% 100% 

 
Table 4: Demographics ethics in controversial news coverage 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Pakistani media follow the ethics in 
highlighting critical and controversial news? 

32.3% 38.7% 29.0% 100% 

 
Table 5: Demographics promotion of culture and religion by media 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 
Extent 

Total 

Is Pakistani media promoting Pakistani 
culture and Islamic Religion? 

14.5% 45.2% 40.3% 100% 

 
Table 6: Demographics media role in creating good image of Pakistan 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Is Pakistani media creating good image of 
Pakistan in the world? 

11.3% 46.8% 41.9% 100% 

 
Table 7: Demographics media ability to defend foreign propaganda 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Do Pakistani media have ability to defend 
country against propaganda of foreign 
media? 

51.6% 19.4% 29.0% 100% 

 
Table 8: Demographics media role in formation of unity 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Do you think that media is playing its 
responsible role for the unity of Nation? 

27.4% 29.0% 43.5% 100% 

 
Table 9: Demographics media role in promoting education 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Do you think that media is playing its role for 
the promotion of education? 

25.8% 38.7% 35.5% 100% 
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Table 10: Demographics media’s role in creating political opinion 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Do Pakistani media promoting education on 
political opinion? 

35.5% 30.6% 33.9% 100% 

 
Table 11: Demographics effective media 

Statement Electronic Print Social Total 

Which type of media is more effective on 
people? 

66.1% 4.8% 29.0% 100% 

 
Table 12: Demographics media’s role in peace and harmony 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Media is promoting peace and harmony in 
the country? 

16.1% 40.3% 43.5% 100% 

 
Table 13: Demographics media’s role in social equality 

Statement Yes No 
To Some 

Extent 
Total 

Are Pakistani media speaks for all segments 
of Society equally? 

12.9% 71.0% 16.1% 100% 

 

Table 14: Demographics media responsibility level 

Statement 
0 to 
25% 

26 to 
50% 

51 to 
75% 

76 to 
100% 

Total 

What do you rate Pakistani 
media about its role as 

responsible media? 

24.2% 35.5% 33.9% 6.5% 100% 

 
B. Findings 

Research Question 1:  Do Pakistani media is promoting Pakistani culture and Islamic 

religion? 

Pakistan is an Islamic country and has Islamic culture. To know about the role 

of media promoting Pakistani culture and Islamic religion, the researchers asked the 

relevant question to respondents that “Is Pakistani media promoting Pakistani culture and 

Islamic religion?” The result showed that 14.5% respondents agreed with the statement 

and said “YES” Pakistani media promoting Pakistani culture and Islamic religion. On the 

other hand, 45.2% respondents argued that “NO” Pakistani media is not promoting 

Pakistani culture and Islamic religion. They said that Pakistani media is promoting 

foreign culture especially Indian and European culture. Furthermore, 40.3% respondents 

said that Pakistani media is promoting Pakistani culture and Islamic religion but to some 

extent. Hence most of the respondents said that Pakistani media is not promoting 

Pakistani culture and Islamic religion and said that it is alarming situation for the 

Pakistan. 
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Research Question 2:  Do Pakistani media is creating good image of country in the 

world? 

Pakistan is the only Islamic country that has the status of Atomic power. So it is 

necessary for the media to create good image of Pakistan in the world. To know about the 

answer of the research question, the researchers asked the relevant question that “Is 

Pakistani media creating good image of Pakistan in the world?” The results showed that 

11.3% respondents agreed with the statement and said “YES” Pakistani media is creating 

good image of Pakistan in the world. On the other hand, 46.8% respondents disagreed 

with the statement and said that “NO” Pakistani media is not creating good image of the 

country in the world. Whereas 41.9% respondents said that Pakistani media is creating 

good image but to some extent. Hence most of the respondents said that Pakistani media 

is not creating good image of Pakistan in the world. Another relevant question asked the 

researchers to respondents that “Do Pakistani media have ability to defend country 

against propaganda of foreign media?” The results showed that 51.6% respondents 

agreed with the statement and said “YES” Pakistani media have ability to defend country 

against propaganda of foreign media. On the other hand, 19.4% respondents disagreed 

with the statement and said that “NO” Pakistani media have no ability to defend country 

again foreign media. Whereas 29.0% respondents said that Pakistani media can defend 

the propaganda of foreign media but to some extent. Hence most of the respondents said 

that Pakistani media have ability to defend country against propaganda of foreign media. 

 

Research Question 3:  Do Pakistani media is promoting education? 

To know about the answer of the research question, the researchers asked the 

relevant question to respondents that “Do you think that media is playing its role for the 

promotion of education?” 25.8% respondents agreed with the statement and said “YES” 

Pakistani media is playing its role for the promotion of education. On the other hand, 

38.7% respondents disagreed with the statement and said that “NO” Pakistani media is 

not playing its role for the promotion of education. Whereas 35.5% respondents said that 

Pakistani media is playing its role for the education but to some extent. Hence most of the 

respondents said that Pakistani media playing its role for promotion of education to some 

extent. The researchers asked another relevant question that “Do Pakistani media 

promoting education on political opinion?” 35.5% respondents agreed with the statement 

and said “YES” Pakistani media is promoting education on political opinion. On the other 

hand, 30.6% respondents disagreed with the statement and said that “NO” Pakistani 

media is not promoting education in term of political opinion. Whereas 33.9% 

respondents said that Pakistani media is promoting education in term of political opinion 

but to some extent. Hence most of the respondents said that Pakistani media is promoting 

education regarding political opinion. 

 

Research Question 4:  Do Pakistani media is promoting peace and harmony? 

To know about the role media in creating peace and harmony the researchers 

asked the relevant question that “Media is promoting peace and harmony in the country?” 

16.1% respondents agreed with the statement and said “YES” Pakistani media is 

promoting peace and harmony in the country. On the other hand, 40.3% respondents 

disagreed with the statement and said that “NO” Pakistani media is not promoting peace 

and harmony in the country. Whereas 43.5% respondents said that Pakistani media is 
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promoting peace and harmony but to some extent. Hence most of the respondents said 

that Pakistani media is promoting peace and harmony to some extent. 

 

V. Conclusion 
The study was conducted to know about the media’s role in nation building. The 

study concluded that majority of the respondents 45.3% respondents said that Pakistani 

media is promoting foreign culture like Indian and European that is dangerous for the 

Islamic country. Pakistani media is not promoting Islamic religion in well manner. Media 

prefer to show glamour that destroying the moral values of youth. As about the covering 

the issues of Pakistani image, media is not playing its satisfactory role and majority of the 

respondents 46.8% argued that Pakistani media is not creating good image of the country 

in the world. As a defender of foreign propaganda, media has power to defend the 

propaganda. 

 

Moreover the study concluded that media is not fully working for the unity of 

nation and media is not playing its role for the promotion of education. As the 

effectiveness of media on people, the study concluded that electronic media is and social 

media is more effective in term of awareness and knowledge. Not only this, the study is 

also concluded that Pakistani media is not playing its handsome role in the promotion of 

peace and harmony. On the other hand majority of the respondents said that there should 

be more code of ethics for the media organization and journalists and they should be 

strictly followed. In the results of equality, the study concluded that majority of 

respondents 71.0% said that media do not speak for the all segments of society equally. 

The study concluded that understanding between government and people can be 

increased by the help of responsible media. At the end, research concluded that Pakistani 

media playing partially responsibilities and need more to improve. 

 

Moreover, there are few suggestions as follows. Media should promote Islamic 

Culture and Islamic religion as a part of Pakistan.Media should create good image of 

county in the world as Pakistan is the only Islamic country that has the status of Atomic 

power.Media should work strictly for the unity of nation as Pakistan is facing challenges 

in the current age. Government should provide suitable environment and support media 

so that media could defend country against foreign propaganda. 
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